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See WSFinancialPartners.com or 
contact your regional team to put 
these tools and ideas into action.
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ADVISOR ideas

1 Single Premium Deferred Annuity Contract with Indexed Interest Options  
 series ICC14 ENT-03 1406, Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Rider  
 series ICC14 ER.03 GLWB-I 1406 and ICC14 ER.04 GLWB-S 1406. 
2 If joint, both spouses receive 90% of covered individual lifetime  
 payout amount. 
3 Financial Advisor IQ, “Advisors Have a Growing Opportunity to Serve  
 Clients During Retirement,” Nov. 21, 2022. 
4 LIMRA, “Advisors and the Annuity Discussion,” Nov. 16, 2022.

Secure More Sales
SECURE 2.0 Expands  
Planning Opportunities

SECURE 2.0 impacts retirement 
planning now and later. It makes 90+ 
changes to rules governing IRAs and 
employer plans. Get up to speed on 
what’s new. Then take advantage of 
related conversation starters.

Takeaway: What might SECURE 2.0 
mean for your clients? Review the 
possibilities with your regional 
representative.

Get to Know 
SECURE 2.0 
(Part II)

Get to Know 
SECURE 2.0 
(Part I)

Get to Know 
SECURE 2.0 
(Part III)

10 Things to 
Know about 
SECURE 2.0

INDEXTRAordinary News: Go with the GLWB
Ready for extra reasons to sell Indextra® Series FIA1?  
How about an optional GLWB that now provides  
increased roll-up percentages and higher  
age-based withdrawal rates? Better still, both  
come with no increase in the fee. Details include:

 \ Roll-up percentages increased to 9% (ages 45-60),  
10% (61-74) and 11% (75-90)

 \ Withdrawal percentages increased 0.50% for  
each age [Covered person’s age/10]% – 1.5%  
(ages 60-89), 7.5% (90+)

 \ Rider fee unchanged at 0.95% (max 1.50%)  
for individual or spousal.2

Takeaway: Applications signed Feb. 13, 2023 or later  
receive the enhancements. Start selling with the  
Indextra All-In-One and Indextra GLWB client brochures.  
Contact your regional rep for background on both.

So Long! Clients Thinking Decades-Long Retirements
Factors such as longer life expectancies and fewer  
pensions are reshaping retirement for many — and  
providing advisors the opportunity to serve clients  
well into retirement. That was the message to a  
recent conference of investment professionals.3   
The changed outlook has some clients thinking of  
planning periods of “20 or 30 or 40 years after work,”  
noted the CEO of an organization focused on issues  
relating to an aging population. Takeaway: Two  
client-approved planning resources are newly  
updated. Income Fact Finder tallies income needs  
and sources to help determine an income outlook.  
Income Playbook provides paths to help determine  
which type of annuity may best address needs.  
Your regional rep can help you put them to work.

Here’s How to Look Better  
(from a Client’s-Eye View)
How much do annuity conversations matter? Consider this:  
A LIMRA survey showed that clients who bought annuities  
had a more favorable view of their financial advisor.4  
Across various measures, those who decided to buy deferred  
annuities rated their advisors more favorably than those who  
did not. Takeaway: Buyers said their advisor “explained  
deferred annuities in terms I could understand”  
(66% “went beyond expectations”), “was knowledgeable  
about annuities” (68%) and “was important to my decision  
whether to purchase the deferred annuity” (71%). Set the  
stage for better annuity conversations with Retirement  
Freedom. Make the first conversation with your regional rep.

Online Access: Clients Need to (Re)Register
Online info? Online action? For online anything, a new registration process is in place for 
self-service access for contracts issued by Western & Southern Financial Group member 
companies. Takeaway: Contract owners, whether registered before or doing so for the 
first time, simply complete a few one-time steps. Safeguarding personal and financial 
information is critical. With this measure, an added layer of security now enhances online 
access. Want to dig into the digital details? Contact your regional representative. 
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New Knowledge by the Numbers
Every year brings changes to tax facts and retirement planning figures. Contact your regional representative for print copies.
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2023 Tax Reference Guide 2023 Retirement Planning Guide
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